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World Health Organization and the United States Center for Disease Control have recently recommended the use of 0.8 FIO2 in all adult
surgical patients undergoing general anaesthesia, to prevent surgical site infections. This recommendation has arisen several discussions: As a matter of fact, there are numerous studies with different results about the effect of FIO2 on surgical site infection. Moreover,
the clinical effects of FIO2 are not limited to infection control.
We asked some prominent authors about their comments regarding the recent recommendations

Introduction
Joseph Priestley, (one of ) the discoverer(s) of oxygen, has quoted: “… though pure dephlogistated air might be very useful as a medicine, it might not be so proper for us in the usual healthy state of the body; for, as a candle burns out much faster in dephlogistated
than in common air, so we might live out too fast, and the animal powers be too soon exhausted in the pure king of air. A moralist
would say that the air which nature has provided for us is as good as we deserve…”.
Members of the WHO Guidelines Development Group recently attempted to provide worldwide “evidence-based recommendations”
for the prevention of surgical site infections (SSI) by stating: “Adult patients undergoing general anaesthesia with endotracheal intubation for surgical procedures should receive 80% fraction of inspired oxygen intraoperatively and, if feasible, in the immediate
postoperative period for 2–6 h”.
Pro’s & Con’s of different levels of FIO2 during the intraoperative (and somehow “peri”operative) period have been a very hot topic
in our discipline. However, whether there is any obvious rule in terms of “evidence-based medicine”, is hard to claim.
We asked some prominent authors about their comments regarding the recent recommendation. Although this text is based on “expert-opinion”s, the reader has to take in account that the authors of this text are the ones who have published the majority of high-impact studies, which obtained/lead to the “evidence” in this topic.
The contributions are in alphabetical order regarding the surnames of the authors.
Mert Şentürk
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Ozan Akca:
Who needs high FIO2? Question is simple and the answer is
easy. Hypoxic patient needs oxygen.
How can we deliver that needed oxygen? Oxygen delivery
(DO2) depends on two things: cardiac output (CO) and arterial oxygen content (CaO2).
DO2 = CO x CaO2
Although the equation relies on pump function and a good
level of hemoglobin (as the main oxygen carrier), tissue oxygen
delivery is influenced by many other factors, first one being
FIO2, highlighting importance of free oxygen (1, 2). Incremental FIO2 increases arterial oxygen tensions, which results in
higher tissue oxygen delivery linearly within the clinical range
(2). Additionally, hypothermia-related vasoconstriction (3),
pain-related sympathetic response,(4) intravascular volume
status, (2, 5) and carbon dioxide partial pressures (6) also alter
tissue oxygenation. The latter factors mechanistically mostly
rely more on local-regional tissue perfusion.
Now, let’s get back to the question: “WHO needs high
FIO2?”. In fact, the question appears to criticize the World
Health Organization’s (WHO) global guidelines for surgical
site infection (SSI) prevention (7). WHO’s recommendation
says that adult patients undergoing general endotracheal anesthesia to receive FIO2 of 0.80 intraoperatively and -if feasible- in the immediate postoperative period for 2-6 hours.
Category was ranked as “strong”, and the evidence level was
marked as “moderate quality”.
Recently, the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) published
their guidelines for prevention of SSI (8). CDC acknowledged other organizations’ recommendations, and came up
with a slightly different approach. Although they did not
recommend an optimal level, duration, and delivery method
of FIO2 for SSI prevention, they suggested administration
of increased FIO2 intra-operatively and in the immediate
postoperative period for patients with normal pulmonary
function undergoing general anesthesia. They added the
maintenance of perioperative normothermia and adequate
volume replacement as required items for optimum tissue
oxygen delivery (Category IA–strong recommendation;
moderate-quality evidence.). These additional requirements
partially address what I mentioned above for better tissue
oxygen delivery.
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At this point, one may think that during the preparation
of these guidelines, neither WHO nor CDC took the time
the dig into the Oxygen Controversy or had the most recent
meta-analysis (9) to influence their recommendations. Statistically, it’s hard to ignore the controversy of supplemental oxygen / high FIO2 use and SSI, but instead of focusing
on the details of these analyses, I suggest understanding the
methodological differences between the so-called controver-

sial data (1, 10). There are many unanswered questions in
spite of published large trials presenting thousands of patients’ data, years of scientific effort, and millions of research
dollars invested:
- Why and when one may need high FIO2 perioperatively?
- What is the normal level of oxygenation of surgical tissues and organs-of-interest and how can we maintain
those normals?
- How can we deliver high FIO2 to the tissues-of-interest?
Is it easy?
- and finally, if we can deliver that required oxygen to the
tissue, can we expect better surgical outcomes?
Now, back to Joseph Priestley: “…though pure dephlogistated
air might be very useful as a medicine, it might not be so proper
for us in the usual healthy state of the body…”. True statement,
but can we really summarize the “perioperative abdominal
surgery in a high risk patient” as “healthy state of the body”?
One would also wonder what Priestley knew about “surgical
stress”. Answers are “no” and “not much”, respectively; otherwise the whole field of “perioperative medicine” would be
obsolete.
About 50 years ago, Dr. Thomas Hunt managed to measure tissue oxygen tensions and started researching importance of oxygenation in the experimental surgical setting
(11-13). Some years later, Drs. Hunt and Hopf established
a landmark perioperative physiology, and reported tissue
oxygen tension as the main predictor of surgical wound
infections (14). When subcutaneous tissue oxygen tensions
stay above 60-80mmHg -which happens when PaO2>300
mmHg (2) SSI happens less frequently than expected. So,
it’s very likely that in most of the recent high FIO2 and
SSI outcomes studies, provided supplemental oxygen was
not delivered sufficiently to the tissues, because their reported PaO2 levels were not that high (10, 15-17). In fact,
until now, there has been only one study where we know
that optimum level of oxygen delivered to tissue (i.e. tissue
PO2>60 mmHg), (1) and that’s still the only study, where
we showed when high FIO2 delivered to tissue, SSI was
prevented (1). If oxygen is not even delivered, how can we
expect it to protect the tissue of concern?
In summary: first, the very question is a valid question, “who
needs high FIO2?”. Second, the very first hypothesis “maintenance of tissue oxygenation improves surgical outcomes” is still
open and desperately needs to be further studied, possibly
even beyond the context of high FIO2. …And third…interpreting evidence is harder than it looks and it can even be
tricky for global institutes.
***
Lorenzo Ball and Paolo Pelosi:
It is our opinion that answering this question is rather easy:
high FIO2 should be used in patients that are in need for it,
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namely those in which lower oxygen delivery fails to maintain oxygenation within safety margins. In the operating
room, guidelines recommend to target oxygenation to a peripheral oxygen saturation (SpO2) ≥ 92%, (18) nonetheless
a recent large observational study reported that most surgical patients receive FIO2 between 0.4 and 0.8, resulting
in saturation values ≥ 96% in nearly all cases (19). Based
on this report, one could conclude that most of the surgical patients already receive ‘high’ FIO2, possibly resulting
in supra-physiological oxygenation. Over the last decades,
several authors have investigated the effects of hyperoxia,
achieved with the deliberate administration of higher FIO2,
to improve the efficiency of neutrophil oxidative burst at the
surgical wound site and to reduce the incidence of SSIs (20).
However, studies investigating the use of different FIO2 levels should comprise several end-points, to reflect the complexity of the effects of oxygen on different organs’ function.
The guidelines recently published on behalf of the WHO
Guidelines Development Group, (21) recommend the use of
0.8 FIO2 in the whole intra- and post-operative period in all
surgical patients to reduce the incidence of SSIs. This recommendation, that the WHO grades as ‘strong’ and based
on ‘moderate’ evidence quality, received criticisms from researchers in anaesthesiology (22, 23). In fact, the studies included in the meta-analysis on which the recommendation
is based are heterogeneous in design and aims, include studies with potentially clamorous confounding factors such as
the use of inhaled nitrous oxide (24). A much more complete Cochrane review of the literature, published one year
before the WHO guideline, concluded that evidence does
not support the routine use of FIO2 higher than 0.6 during
anaesthesia and surgery, while the risk of adverse events
including mortality could even be increased with higher
versus lower FIO2 (25). A partial exception could be represented by the induction phase, when higher FIO2 could
allow a longer time to perform the intubation manoeuvre,
which could be crucial in unexpected difficult intubation
or in the uncommon but life-threatening ‘can’t-ventilate,
can’t-intubate’ scenario (26). Nonetheless, also at induction
higher FIO2 could have detrimental effects, therefore during
pre-oxygenation FIO2 higher than 0.7-0.8 should be avoided, and positive-pressure non-invasive ventilation (NPPV)
could be considered in selected cases. The WHO guideline
extends the recommendation of administering high FIO2
also in the post-operative period. It is our opinion that, also
in this case, oxygen administration should be based on clinical need and pathophysiological reasoning rather than on
a routine basis. Post-operative de-saturation is a common
complication, that could be secondary to the development
of postoperative atelectasis or several other mechanisms (18,
27). Recently, an easy method has been proposed to surgical
patients for postoperative atelectasis, consisting in measuring the SpO2 during a 5-minutes room air breathing test: a
SpO2 ≤96% had a high sensitivity and specificity for atelectasis (28). Based on this test, the clinician could opt for the

most appropriate treatment, including oxygen administration and FIO2 titration or NPPV.
***
F. Javier Belda, Carlos Ferrando, Marina Soro:
In line with recent guidelines, we do recommend perioperative FIO2 of 80% in major abdominal surgery because of
several reasons:
1. No anesthesiologist doubts that there are circumstances
where short periods of hyperoxia may actually increase patient safety, e.g. during the induction of anaesthesia and for
intubation in ICU patients to delay the onset of hypoxemia
during apnea (29). In fact, various maneuvers have been proposed to extend the effect of preoxygenation, including the
use of high-flow nasal oxygen (30-32).
2. Several meta-analysis have shown that the administration of high FIO2 (0.8) compared to lower (0.3) seems to
reduce surgical site infection (33). The effect might be due
to an increase in partial pressure of tissue oxygen PtsO2
because an increase in partial pressure of arterial oxygen
(PaO2), which in turn increases the bacterycidal capacity of
neutrophils and reduces local oxydative stress as we have
recently shown (34, 35).
A recent meta-analysis (36) which gathered more than 7000
patients showed a favourable effect of high FIO2 only in the
sensitivity analysis but at the same time it showed a very signifficant effect in the subgroup of patients undergoing colorectal surgery (RR: 0.53; 95% CI: 0.37-0.74; p=0.0003).
The last meta-analysis stil insist in the beneficial effect on SSI
in colorectal surgery in spite of the lack of clear effect in other
types of surgery (37). New evidence of the beneficial effect are
continuously published (38).
3. The use of supplemental oxygen is widespread in cardiac
surgery patients, during and after cardiopulmonary bypass.
Its protective effects with this strategy on the myocardium
have been reviewed elsewhere (39). However, in a recent
prospective trial during cardiac surgery a lower FIO2 had no
worse outcomes when compared to the higher concentrations
that are commonly used in this setting (40). Finally, in a cohort of 83.000 patients after cardiac surgery, no association of
hyperoxia with mortality was found (41).
4. What is mostly clear is that this perioperative high FIO2
have no adverse effect. This has been shown in most of the
studies (and in the referred meta-analysis). For example, the
PROXI study, the most important study against FIO2 80%
did not find differences in the incidence of atelectasis, pneumonia, respiratory failure or death (10). This may be hypothetically due the use of a FIO2 up to 0.8 for shorts periods of
time does not increases the production of free radicals when
used within a lung protective strategy.
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5. Finally, without bibliographic references, it is clear that the
WHO cannot recommend harmful things. We feel that the
WHOGD Group (authors of the guidelines (21)) as the rest
of physicians in the world, do follow strictly the non-maleficence ethical principle included in the Hippocratic Oath
“first do not harm”. Although they may accept that high FIO2
cannot be beneficial for all type of surgeries, they underline
its sound physiological mechanism that may be beneficial for
subgroups, together with the high safety demonstrated for
high FIO2 for this short perioperative period.
From our point of view, two main issues must be underlined:
1. Readers need to detect and reject biased information. It is
a pity that recognized forums (Cochrane database) have published very biased information regarding this issue most likely
because of the authors' own bias (25). Just an example; in the
author´s conclusions of Cochrane review is stated that high
FIO2 may increase long term mortality and this is based on
a single study (42) that has been recently refused in a much
higher population (43).
2. Researchers should promote new studies of high quality.
However, these studies do not have to be undertaken before solving what is the best strategy for managing the lung
perioperatively. Perioperative effects of FIO2 can only be disclosed in a study where an optimized ventilation strategy is
applied before, during and after operation. We have started a
multicentre study on this issue that will show the real effect
of high FIO2 in the perioperative period.
In summary, we feel that the WHO has just outlined that
high FIO2 during anesthesia may have many potential benefits, without any inportant adverse effects. Well done!
***
Peter Biro:
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The bitter truth is, that my conversion was not caused by rational reasoning and becoming convinced by evidence-based
information; the routine use of 80% oxygen in adults has
simply been directed by the department’s director a decade
ago. So the only virtue I can claim in this respect is that I was
a polite follower to higher orders and only later became convinced about the rightfulness of this change. Those of us, who
have learned and began to practice anesthesia in the eighties, were taught to apply rather low oxygen concentrations
during anesthesia, mostly around 30%. The arguments of
our teachers were fourfold. 1) The lower the oxygen concentration is set, the more nitrous oxide we can administer and
the latter is a weak agent that should be given as highly concentrated as possible. 2) High oxygen concentrations might
produce more so called “resorption atelectasis”. 3) Longer
lasting respiration or ventilation with high oxygen concentrations might degrade surfactant and be therefore harmful
to the lungs; some even speak of “oxygen toxicity”. Finally
4) man anyway is used to the atmospheric concentration of

21% and can live well with it, even in higher altitudes. Besides, we then already knew that newborn babies and young
infants might even become blind if treated with too much
oxygen, although it was never clear to us where the critical
thresholds for oxygen concentration and the child’s age was
to be located. In the retrospect and guided by more recent
knowledge and experience, one has to view the old statements
with some scepticism. The argument favouring nitrous oxide
delivery that should not be limited by the competing oxygen
can be viewed as obsolete, since nitrous oxide in most places faded away from cylinders and supply systems to history
books. The “resorption atelectasis” argument is to a certain
extent justified, since it is true that in contrast to the ambient
air’s nitrogen, oxygen is easily and fast resorbed, thus leaving less volume to expand alveoli (44). However, this static
view on the issue might be contradicted by positive pressure
ventilation, which may counterbalance alveolar collapse. That
oxygen toxicity exists as a medical problem has been recognized in multiple settings. Damages on the central nervous
system toxicity may be caused by exposure to high oxygen
partial pressures (as in hyperbaric oxygenation) (45), while
pulmonary and ocular toxicity may be caused by longer exposure to high oxygen levels at atmospheric pressure conditions (46). However, these conditions might not be present
in usual anesthesia ventilation with 80% oxygen concentration. Therefore, the toxicity issue can be put aside, at least
in patients with otherwise healthy lungs. The final argument
for a low oxygen concentration that under normal conditions
the humans can live well with far less oxygen seems to be a
bit of the tough guy admiration kind. Artificial ventilation
in supine position is anything else than something normal
or physiologic, so this view might fit for navy seals but not
for more or less sick people undergoing surgery. The proven
effect on suppression of postoperative infections supports the
80% proponents, in particular in cases of existing or possible contamination during specific surgical interventions. This
is even more relevant in patients with a decreased immune
competence. For these reasons, I vote “yes” for the routine use
of 80% oxygen during anesthesia ventilation of adults.
***
Andrea Cortegiani and Cesare Gregoretti:
Supplemental or “extra” oxygen is one of the most widely
used therapies for people admitted to the hospital (47). The
importance of oxygen therapy for many patients with heart
and chronic lung diseases is universally recognized (48). Very
recently the Members of the WHO Guidelines Development
Group recommend that adult intubated patients undergoing
general anesthesia for surgical procedures should receive an
80% fraction of inspired oxygen (FIO2) intraoperatively and,
if feasible, in the immediate postoperative period for 2–6 h,
to reduce the risk of surgical site infection (SSI) (21). They
produced this statement after performing a systematic review
and meta-analysis including 11 randomized controlled trials
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comparing perioperative administration of 80% FIO2 compared to 30-35% FIO2. There was moderate grade evidence
that hyperoxia significantly reduced SSI (OR 0.72, 95% CI
0.55-0.94). However, we believe that some other aspects of
oxygen supplementation should be taken into account apart
from its effect on SSI.
Since the first case in which oxygen was actually employed as
remedy, in 1783 as reported by Caillens, what is important
in term of oxygenation is a never ended story. As a matter
of fact, most guidelines do not yet recommend dose titration to accomplish normoxaemia as assessed by invasively or
noninvasively obtained end-points such as the level of oxygen
and carbon dioxide (47). Moreover, the effects of oxygen level may vary widely according to metrics used and exposure
time (49). Hyperoxia causes complex effects on several physiologic functions. It may affect alveolar ventilation/perfusion
(Va/Q) (50), may reverse hypoxic vasoconstriction (51, 52),
may induce pulmonary toxicity (53, 54) and it may reduce
tissue blood flow due to vasoconstriction (55). Although a
high partial pressure of oxygen in the blood achieved through
the administration of high-concentration oxygen may reduce
cytokine production by leukocytes (56), it can also produce
structural changes within alveolar macrophages, with an impairment of their antimicrobial activity and a reduction in the
production of inflammatory cytokines in response to stimulation (57). On the other hand, it may produce a time-dependent pro-inflammatory pulmonary response (58). There is a
growing body of evidence questioning the effect of hyperoxia
in many critical care settings; in some cases, there is evidence
of harmful effects (e.g. post-resuscitation care, acute coronary
syndrome) whereas in others the effect is controversial (traumatic brain injury, sepsis) (59-61). Interestingly, many trials
addressing the effect of hyperoxia are still ongoing (61).
Regarding in general critically ill patients, there is also evidence
of harm. A large observational cohort study enrolling 14.441
patients showed a higher mortality and fewer ventilators free
days associated with increasing arterial PaO2 and exposure time
(49). Girardis and colleagues have recently addressed the effect
of oxygen supplementation, in comparison to a conservative
protocol, in a randomized trial enrolling 480 critically ill patients admitted to a single intensive care unit (62). There was
a significant difference in mortality (relative risk 0.57 [95%
CI, 0.37-0.90]), less shock episodes, liver failure, and new
blood-stream infection. However, it was a single-center study
stopped after the enrollment of approximately two-thirds of
the planned sample due to slow recruitment.
We believe that, although the data on favorable effects of the
use of high FIO2 during and after general anesthesia in terms
of SSI are solid, its widespread use may lead to underestimate the side effects of hyperoxia on organs and physiological
functions. As for many other decisions in Anesthesiology, a
“case-by-case” approach seems to be the best option for FIO2
selection.

Arieh Eden and Zeev Goldik:
At present there are conflicting recommendations for the use
of high concentration oxygen therapy during the perioperative
period for the prevention of surgical site infections. While the
WHO guidelines recommend the use of this therapy based on
analysis of current data (21) a recently published Cochrane
analysis failed to show any benefit from this treatment (25).
The biological basis for the use of high concentration of oxygen for the prevention of wound infection is that hyperoxia
enhances oxidative killing by neutrophils. On the other hand,
it has been shown that hyperoxia is associated with increased
mortality in various groups of critically ill patients, probably due to increased oxidative stress (63). The PROXI study,
which evaluated perioperative high concentration of oxygen
in more than 1000 patients found a slight decrease in surgical
wound infection (10). This smaller effect in the prevention of
wound infection compared to other similar studies could be
partially explained by the shorter duration of the intervention (two hours of post-operative high oxygen concentration
compared to six in several other studies). However, further
analysis revealed that the risk for acute coronary syndrome
and myocardial infarction was twice as high in the high oxygen group (64), and even more disturbingly, that long-term
follow-up of (evaluated in over 99% of the initial cohort)
3.9 years (median) revealed an increase in mortality of nearly
30%, as well as reduced cancer free survival (65).
In the light of this literature it appears unjustified to recommend the use of high inspiratory oxygen concentration in the
perioperative period until a large scale long term study is performed to evaluate the safety and efficacy of this treatment.
***
Luciano Gattinoni:
Members of the WHO Guidelines Development Group
strongly recommended the perioperative administration of
80% oxygen to prevent infections of the surgical site. The
biological rationale of such intervention is that the neutrophils use the oxidative killing as a primary weapon against
bacteria, and that several years ago it has been shown that
the risk of wound infection was inversely proportioned to the
tissue oxygenation. More precisely, Hopf et al. (14) related
the increased risk of infection to the lower subcutaneous pO2
(14). The jump from the biological observations to the oxygen supplementation in clinical practice was almost immediate and led to several randomized trials testing higher vs
lower FIO2 during anesthesia. The members of WHO chose
some of these trials to bolster their strong recommendation,
omitting, however, other trials showing the lack of benefit of
supplemental oxygen. Volk et al. carefully reviewed this issue
by reanalyzing in details the available evidence (9). Their conclusion was that the WHO recommendation of 80% perioperative oxygen is poorly justified.
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Actually, the variability of the results observed during these
trials is likely due to the fact that what matters is not the arterial oxygen tension, which clearly increases with FIO2, but
the tissue oxygen tension, which depends not only on the
arterial oxygen tension, but also on perfusion and on the oxygen consumption. These factors may largely vary in different
tissues, at different temperature, pH, microcirculation, etc.
That supplemental oxygen is just a tool to improve neutrophils efficiency appears a rather naive vision of the problem.
Indeed, supplemental oxygen beside theoretically improving
the neutrophils oxidative capability, affects the whole body. In
the lung it has been observed decreased mucociliar transport,
inflammatory reaction, focal pulmonary edema, interstitial
fibrosis and reabsorption atelectasis. In the cardiocirculatory
system, higher oxygen tension decreases cardiac output and
stroke volume with increased peripheral vascular resistances
and coronary artery vasoconstriction (66-69). The peripheral
vasoconstriction, in particular, may explain the possible gap
between high PaO2 and low tissue oxygen tension.
Therefore, the putative benefit of 80% FIO2 on decreasing
the risk of wound infection has to be balanced with the negative effects of the overall increased oxidative stress (70). If,
as the simplest approach, we list the advantages of increased
PaO2 in normal men with the disadvantages of high FIO2 on
lung tissue and of high PaO2 in the whole body system, the
recommendation of WHO appears highly questionable. Before blindly adopting it, risks and benefits of high FIO2 must
be carefully evaluated and balanced.
***
Thomas Hachenberg:
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The guidelines recently published by the World Health Organization (21) and the United States Center for Disease Control (8) recommend the use of 0.8 FIO2 in all adult surgical
patients undergoing general anaesthesia. The rationale for
80% inspired oxygen intraoperatively and also for 2 to 6
hours postoperatively is to decrease the risk of surgical site
infection (SSI). For several reasons this recommendation is
poorly substantiated and one would caution against unjustified implementation into clinical practice. The guidelines
are based on a meta-analysis including very heterogeneous
studies, which is a weak scientific and statistical approach.
Meta-analysis should not serve as a substitute of prospective
randomized double blind trials with clearly defined endpoints and sufficient sample size. In fact a recent analysis has
demonstrated that subsequent randomized trials could not
confirm the conclusions of a majority of earlier meta-analysis studies (71). Ironically the WHO and CDC guidelines
rely on a meta-analysis after large clinical trials have failed
to demonstrate an advantageous effect of perioperative 80%
oxygen (10, 17). One may also ask whether studies published
in 2000 or earlier reflect present clinical practice, particularly
in colorectal or thoracic surgery. More importantly different

patient groups were not included into many of these studies due to predefined exclusion criteria. For example patients
with advanced peripheral arterial occlusion disease, chronic
obstructive lung disease GOLD IV or congestive heart failure
NYHA class IV were not included into any of the FIO2 trials,
however these patients are by no means excluded from anaesthesia and surgery in clinical practice. It is unclear whether
these patients benefit from supplemental oxygen or whether
the risk of postoperative complications unrelated to SSI is
actually increased.
I am also concerned that potentially harmful effects of oxygen have not been sufficiently addressed in the WHO and
CDC guidelines, although data from different clinical studies suggest that hyperoxia may have detrimental effects. For
example supplemental oxygen has been considered as standard therapy for all patients who present with acute coronary
syndrome, regardless of arterial oxyhaemoglobin saturation
(SpO2) (72). Likewise oxygen treatment has been used after
ischaemic stroke, cardiac arrest, in septic patients or traumatic brain injury. However the efficacy of supranormal PaO2 in
patients with acute myocardial infarction is questionable. In
a prospective randomised study supplemental oxygen therapy in patients with ST-elevation-myocardial infarction but
without hypoxia was associated with an elevated mean peak
creatine kinase and larger myocardial infarct size assessed at
6 months (60). In cardiac surgical patients intraoperative hyperoxia was associated with an increased prevalence of postoperative delirium, suggesting that supranormal PaO2 may
have adverse cerebral effects (73). A retrospective study on
adult patients with nontraumatic cardiac arrest (n=6.326)
and cardiopulmonary resuscitation within 24 hours prior to
ICU arrival found that 18% presented with hyperoxia, 19%
with normoxia and 63% with hypoxia. The hyperoxia group
had significantly higher in-hospital mortality compared with
the normoxia group and the hypoxia group (74). Although
the role of oxygen on outcome is still unclear after resuscitation the data may indicate that hyperoxia per se is not as
harmless as previously thought. Concerns about unjustified use of an increased FIO2 are supported by preliminary
data from a single-centre study suggesting that in critically
ill patients a PaO2 between 70 and 100 mmHg or arterial
oxyhaemoglobin saturation (SpO2) between 94% and 98%
was associated with lower ICU mortality (62). In summary
different specialties modify their clinical practice in favour of
normoxia rather than of hyperoxia.
Finally, in a subgroup of patients even short periods of hyperoxia may induce or aggravate organ injury. For example
cisplatin, one of the most widely-used chemotherapeutic
agents against various malignancies may generate reactive
oxygen species, which impair cellular antioxidant defence
system, causing oxidative stress and cell injury, particularly
in the kidney and the heart (75). In addition decreased renal function due to cisplatin may also aggravate bleomycin
pulmonary toxicity (76). Although they represent a minority
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among surgical cases, the risk of SSI is considerably increased
due to a compromised immune system. Should we really expose these patients to high FIO2 during general anaesthesia
and in the postoperative period? In any case supplemental
oxygen should be carefully considered for risk benefit ratio in
patients with cytotoxic agents known to cause pulmonary or
cardiac toxicity.
Obviously supplemental oxygen is indicated in hypoxic patients by improving oxygen delivery, maintaining cellular
function and metabolism and preserving organ function.
However it is unclear whether normoxic patients really benefit from supplemental oxygen. Unless large prospective randomised clinical trials clearly demonstrate an advantage of
hyperoxia in the perioperative period - e.g. the ongoing study
NCT01777568-Clinical Trials.gov (Supplemental oxygen
in colorectal surgery: a quality improvement project) - the
WHO and CDC guidelines seem to be poorly justified (9).
***
Göran Hedenstierna:
The world health organization (WHO) presented guidelines
recommending the use of hyperoxic gas (80% O2) during anesthesia and, if feasible, for 2-6 hours post operatively (21).
One can argue against these guidelines, perhaps for several
reasons, but I will limit my critical attitude to two issues.
Firstly, the scientific basis is not at all well founded. The
guidelines are based on a meta-analysis and could be a final
and conclusive document if there are no more studies coming
out after the publication of the guidelines. However, studies
on perioperative hyperoxia continue to be published that are
at variance with the guidelines (17), and more are to come.
We shall not accept guidelines that have weak scientific or statistical support, if any, and that are of very temporary validity, if any. The scientific basis is already more or less obsolete
and new guidelines may be completely different. The present
WHO guidelines are thus not at all timely, rather a comment
in an ongoing debate.
Secondly, the use of hyperoxic gas may initiate a number of
events on a macroscopic as well as on a microscopic level. Macroscopically, atelectasis will be more easily produced during
anesthesia and postoperatively when breathing hyperoxic gas
(77, 78). Thus, atelectasis is caused by absorption of alveolar
gas, and oxygen is the gas that is absorbed the fastest since it
is being consumed in the body. Alveolar nitrogen is hardly
absorbed at all and acts as a scaffold, preventing collapse. Reducing the nitrogen in the alveoli speeds up the lung collapse
and by continuing the hyperoxia in the postoperative period
makes atelectasis to last for a longer period. Atelectasis may
be a locus of inflammation. Microscopically, the production
or release of reactive oxygen species by using hyperoxic gas is
most likely harmful to the patient (79). Studies in different
experimental animals show considerable decrease in survival

by using hyperoxic gas (80). So far few human studies have
been conducted and they are difficult to interpret because of
several simultaneous biological processes. However, recently
two studies have appeared on intensive care patients, relating
survival to arterial oxygenation. They showed increased mortality in those who had high oxygen tension (PaO2) or saturation (SaO2) when comparing patients with similar severity
of disease (62) and when relating the mortality to the magnitude and duration of hyperoxia (49). One can always discuss
whether the patient selection has been identical in the groups
(62) and if a retrospective study, although on a huge material
(close to 15000 patients), can be considered free from bias
(49). Moreover, these results are from severely sick patients
and not from patients undergoing scheduled surgery. However, the results suggest rather strongly that hyperoxic gas is not
good but more likely harmful and even deadly.
So, in summary the guidelines of using hyperoxic gas perioperatively is more harmful than helpful. It may even be said,
to put it provocatively, that hyperoxia is for the doctor, not
for the patient.
***
Harriet W. Hopf:
At first glance, the two largest randomized controlled trials
that specifically evaluated the use of high inspired oxygen
perioperatively in patients at high risk for surgical site infection Greif et al. (1), in colon surgery patients and Meyhoff et
al. (10), in abdominal surgery patients, yielded conflicting
results, calling into question the potential value of high-inspired oxygen. Greif et al. (1) demonstrated a 50% reduction
in surgical site infection (SSI) rate (11.2% vs 5.2%, p=0.01),
while Meyhoff et al. (10), in the PROXI trial, demonstrated
no difference (19.1% vs. 20.1%), using effectively the same
high-inspired oxygen protocol: 80% vs. 30% intraoperatively and for the first 2 hours postoperatively. This presumes
that the two trials investigated the same hypothesis. In reality, they did not, and the outcomes are somewhat predictable, given the differences in study aims and design. For the
study by Greif et al. (1), the study question could be stated:
In patients who are managed to reduce sympathetic nervous
system (SNS) activation and increase wound perfusion, does
administration of high-inspired oxygen increase wound oxygen tension (PwO2) and decrease SSI? For the PROXI trial,
it could be stated: Does administration of high-inspired oxygen, in the context of severely limited fluid administration,
decrease SSI?
Starting in the 1960s, Dr. Thomas K. Hunt and other investigators used animal, volunteer, and patient studies (81) to
investigate the role of oxygen in wound healing. The basic
science is clear: oxygen is required at a high partial pressure
for wound immunity (threshold ~ 40 mmHg) (20), collagen
deposition (threshold ~25 mmHg) (82), neovascularization
(83), and epithilization (84). In 1997, before the widespread
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adoption of intraoperative patient warming, Hopf et al. (14)
demonstrated a high rate of wound hypoxia in postoperative surgical patients, with SSI rate inversely proportional
to postoperative PwO2. Animal, volunteer and patient studies demonstrated the crucial role of the SNS in controlling
wound perfusion and PwO2 (81) and the effectiveness of thermal management (3), pain control (4), and adequate fluid
administration (5) in maintaining PwO2. In well-perfused,
healthy volunteers, perfusion dependent high-inspired oxygen approximately doubles PwO2, from ~65 to ~100-130
mmHg (81) Notably, Gottrup et al. (2) demonstrated in a
dog model that hypovolemia progressively reduced both
PwO2 and the response to 100% oxygen, with a nadir at ~20
mmHg; after 20% blood volume removal, the response to
oxygen was eliminated; reinfusion returned PwO2 to normal.
A major strength of the Greif study (1) was the measurement
of PwO2 intraoperatively and in the Post-Anesthesia Care
Unit (PACU). PwO2 in the 80% oxygen group was approximately doubled during the operation (109±43 vs. 59±15,
p<0.001) and ~50% higher in the PACU (73±25 vs. 54±25,
p<0.001). Mechanistically, this provides an explanation for
the reduction in SSI. Unfortunately, no other study has
measured PwO2 to verify that the increased inspired oxygen
was actually delivered to the wound. The PROXI study (10)
mandated extremely limited fluid administration, less than
even that of so-called restricted fluid studies (85). Although
the PROXI study did not measure PwO2, based on the PwO2
literature, it is reasonable to assume that the lack of effect of
high-inspired oxygen in that study stemmed, at least in part,
from inadequate wound perfusion that reduced delivery of
oxygen to the wound.
Thus, the first concern of an anesthesiologist should be to
minimize SNS activation in order to optimize wound perfusion and oxygenation (86). Given the lack of evidence of
harm from high-inspired oxygen (25), it is reasonable to add
high-inspired oxygen to magnify the impact of maintaining
adequate wound perfusion in patients at high risk for SSI
(e.g., open abdominal surgery), or in whom SSI, though uncommon, is devastating (e.g., total joint replacement). While
absorption atelectasis is a potential concern, it can be mitigated by maintaining inspired oxygen at ~80% and applying
PEEP of 5-10 cmH2O (86). This is reflected in the recent
recommendations from WHO (7) and CDC (8), which are
reasonable and measured. Future studies should incorporate PwO2 measurements to elucidate outcomes in relation
to whether the high-inspired oxygen effectively reached the
wound.
***
Thomas K. Hunt:
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At the time I retired, I was asking for perioperative supplemental
oxygen at every reasonable indication, and my anesthesiologist
colleagues were willing. I would still do so now. Here is why:

1) Irrefutable science has long-since verified that wounds are
protected from infection by innate immunity and, accordingly, is solidly based on the availability of oxygen at almost every step. Chemotaxis, toll receptor identification, phagocytic
killing, angiogenesis, etc. are all effective in proportion to the
available oxygen. There is no dissent.
2) Once hemostasis is obtained, wound tissue oxygen (PwO2)
falls far below arterial, and is held low due largely to sympathetic nervous vasoconstriction that is exceptionally active
in the fatty tissues and fascia, which are the most common
sites of SSI (2). Vessels in these tissues actively constrict in
response to catecholamine release due to hypothermia, pain,
and low blood volume (3, 4). However, these limitations can
be mitigated. We have often witnessed a suboptimal PwO2
rise significantly in response to increasing fluid administration, enhancing pain control, and/or warming (and upon removing pheochromocytomas) while we have been measuring
it in operative patients who were thought to be doing well by
usual standards (5, 14, 87, 88).
3) These experiences, made it obvious to us that foundational
clinical trials would require designs featuring warming subjects to euthermia (370C), administration of generous fluids
(estimated at least 15 ml electrolyte/kg/hr plus the usual replacement for losses), and patient-controlled pain management protocols as reasonable intraoperative targets for maximizing PwO2 (87). Our colleagues, Kurz and Sessler (89)
accepted these estimates in their landmark paper of 1996 in
which they convincingly proved the value of euthermia to
limit SSIs. Greif and Akca (1) then performed the single most
revealing trial to date by testing 80% oxygen inhalation vs.
30% oxygen using the Kurz protocol plus measurements of
PwO2 in a significant number of subjects, thus demonstrating that 80% oxygen breathing under these conditions is sufficient to raise PwO2 and proving that this protocol is suitable
for clinical trials (1). In doing so, they provided substantial
evidence that increasing PwO2 will reduce the frequency of
SSIs. Belda, using a similar protocol, found the same result,
but did not measure PwO2 (16). These events reignited traditional disbelief that I had encountered when I showed that
increasing arterial PO2 could actually increase interstitial PO2
without need for an increase in hemoglobin and also a reflexive and exaggerated fear of oxygen toxicity (90).
PROXI in Denmark (10) then performed a negative trial
featuring 1400 subjects, fluid restriction, and loose thermal
control without even once measuring PwO2 and seemed eager to seize on a minor break in the Greif trial to disqualify
their analysis (25). PROXI has subsequently sought evidence
of harm in that trial, but has failed to find it. Furthermore,
PROXI has apparently never measured a wound PO2 (PwO2)–
although some of the investigators were trained on how to-,
and are, therefore, unqualified to make any judgment with
regard to SSI, because they have provided no evidence that
their protocol sufficed to increase oxygen in the wound in
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a significant number of subjects as would have better suited
their contrarian position.
4) Whereas the more than fifteen published “trials” fall nicely
into two groups: those that held essentially to the Greif-Akca
protocol and report significant reductions of SSI and the remainder that did not and found no effect.
5) My personal conclusion is: Perioperative hyperoxia can reduce SSI if conditions are adequate. Questions remain. Time,
I suspect, will tell.
***
Motaz Qadan:
This is a topic that has continued to fuel a debate spanning 2
decades. The following commentary represents my personal
opinion. I believe that the question at hand has been comprehensively addressed but not definitively answered, due to the
large body of conflicting data. The reason for the discrepancy in
outcomes exists due to significant heterogeneity in studies that
have examined the role of supplemental oxygen, unpredictability of outcomes among patients enrolled (no applicable airline
analogies), and implementation of arbitrary, or arguably flawed,
statistical principles that have served to fuel the controversy.
As scientists examining the role of supplemental oxygen, one
could argue that we have failed medical practice in our lack of
cohesiveness and consensus on this topic. While the application of scientific rigor and debate is encouraged, poor adherence to uniform trial design has resulted in undecipherable
outcomes, and should serve as the ultimate learning lesson for
the medical community.
In the first study on the topic, Greif and colleagues examined
the role of supplemental oxygen in a well-designed, rigorously implemented, meticulously analyzed, and well-written
randomized-controlled trial that established benefit from the
administration of 80% oxygen to 250 patients, compared
with 250 patients who did not receive supplemental oxygen
(30% oxygen) (1). However, as is sometimes the case (more
often with negative trials), results were not broadly accepted.
This led to the design and implementation, followed by, arguably, the inappropriate discontinuation of the Pryor study,
which became the fulcrum for rejection of the supplemental
oxygen theory (91). Based on the results of this incomplete
study alone, the role of supplemental oxygen became heavily
disputed, despite all additional level I and meta-analyzed data
confirming Greif ’s findings (92).
Eventually, the Meyhoff PROXI trial followed, 9 years after
the Greif study, and showed no discernible difference between the 80% and 30% oxygen arms on surgical site infection rates (10). Unfortunately, several spin-off publications
followed from the same data set in the form of post-hoc analyses in attempts to answer questions for which the original
trial was not designed. Disappointingly, scathing findings

regarding the role of supplemental oxygen were reported, although some of these have since been, fortunately, debunked
(e.g. mortality associated with supplemental oxygen among
cancer patients) (42, 43).
In attempting to define the role of supplemental oxygen on
surgical site infection, I have previously stated that there are
more opinions, editorials, and commentaries on this topic
than there are actual data! Nonetheless, it is my personal belief that (protective) oxygen sinks exist in the human body,
such as endothelial cells, which modify oxygen utilization
and subsequent transmission to end-organs and capillaries,
as eloquently described by Tsai et al. (93). As such, ‘excess’
inspired oxygen may not be fully transmitted to capillaries
at the wound, for example. Therefore, the benefit from supplemental oxygen may be smaller than anticipated. However,
in certain procedures, such as colorectal surgery, anaerobic
organisms prevail. As such, even a small increase in wound
oxygen tension may result in benefit, which has indeed been
confirmed among patients undergoing colorectal surgery. In
addition, basic scientific data exist to support enhancement
of innate immunologic mechanisms associated with the use
of supplemental oxygen (20, 56).
At this time, it should be noted that data support that administration of supplemental oxygen to anesthetized patients is
safe in the acute perioperative period (88). Furthermore, the
liberal use of oxygen routinely occurs during surgery. Oxygen
is also cheap, widely available, and administration is not supported by industry or associated with any financial incentive.
Above all, benefit from supplemental administration appears
to be logical in principle.
Therefore, I believe that supplemental oxygen administration
is justified, despite the extensive controversy that exists in the
literature today. I am uncertain as to how this debate can be
more definitively concluded.
***
Daniel I. Sessler:
Surgical site infections remain an important cause of patient
morbidity and mortality. All wounds become contaminated,
and whether contamination progresses to clinical infection
is determined by antibiotic administration and host defense.
The most important defense against bacterial infection is oxidative killing by neutrophils. The process depends on molecular oxygen and the reaction rate depends on tissue oxygen
over the entire clinical range. The easiest way to increase tissue oxygen is to provide supplemental inspired oxygen which
increases tissue oxygen from about 50 mmHg to about 100
mmHg. (1) The increase is potentially clinically important
because infections are common at the lower partial pressure
and rare at the higher one (14).
Even a few minutes of 100% inspired oxygen, as used during
induction of nearly every general anesthetic, causes atelecta-
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sis (94) which can be reversed with a recruitment maneuver
(95) or positive end-expiratory pressure (98). However, 80%
inspired oxygen does not cause atelectasis (88) and, despite
an initial report, (42) does not increase long-term mortality.
(43) Supplemental perioperative oxygen thus appears to be
safe, although harm has been demonstrated in other contexts.
But lack of harm does not justify recommendations for use.
In recent months, both the World Health Organization (21)
and the United States Center for Disease Control (8) have
issued guidelines recommending that adults having general
anaesthesia should be given 80% inspired oxygen intraoperatively and, when feasible, also for 2-6 hours thereafter to
reduce the risk of surgical site infection. These recommendations fail to consider divergent results of available trials,
that recent large trials have uniformly failed to demonstrate
benefit, (10, 17) and that a meta-analysis of available trials
shows that supplemental oxygen does not significantly reduce
the risk of surgical site infection (9). The results of a large trial
will soon provide definitive evidence of whether supplemental oxygen reduces surgical site infection (NCT01777568).
Curiously, the World Health Organization recommendation
specifically includes regional anesthesia, although not a single study of supplemental oxygen during regional anesthesia
identified any benefit (97-100).
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